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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Publishing personal content on the web is gaining increased
popularity with dramatic growth in social networking websites, and availability of cheap personal domain names and
hosting services. Although the Internet enables easy publishing of any content intended to be generally accessible,
restricting personal content to a selected group of contacts
is more difficult. Social networking websites partially enable
users to restrict access to a selected group of users of the
same network by explicitly creating a “friends’ list.” While
this limited restriction supports users’ privacy on those (few)
selected websites, personal websites must still largely be protected manually by sharing passwords or obscure links. Our
focus is the general problem of privacy-enabled web content sharing from any user-chosen web server. By leveraging the existing “circle of trust” in popular Instant Messaging (IM) networks, we propose a scheme called IM-based
Privacy-Enhanced Content Sharing (IMPECS) for personal
web content sharing. IMPECS enables a publishing user’s
personal data to be accessible only to her IM contacts. A
user can put her personal web page on any web server she
wants (vs. being restricted to a specific social networking
website), and maintain privacy of her content without requiring site-specific passwords. Our prototype of IMPECS
required only minor modifications to an IM server, and PHP
scripts on a web server. The general idea behind IMPECS
extends beyond IM and IM circles of trust; any equivalent scheme, (ideally) containing pre-arranged groups, could
similarly be leveraged.

Through social networking and photo-sharing websites,
and personal blogs, it is becoming increasingly popular to
make personal content available on the Internet. For some
users, these sites provide a textual and/or pictorial documentary of life. Primarily because it is the easiest mode of
operation, many users of these services allow their personal
web content to be accessed by all other Internet users, often
with the false impression that none other than their family
or friends would look into their personal online posts [29].
Privacy concerns are largely being ignored (sometimes unknowingly) in the current rush to online lifecasting.
Social networking websites such as Facebook and MySpace provide access control mechanisms for partially restricting personal content to a known circle of contacts; photosharing websites such as Flickr and Shutterfly provide similar mechanisms. A user can invite her friends and family
to be added to her permitted list, and can authorize only
such people to view her web content, but only if they create
accounts at the publishing user’s social networking site. Although users reportedly disclose personal data in abundance
at these social networking sites, a relatively small number
of users limit access to their profiles only to a friends’ circle; several studies provide evidence of such behaviour [21,
29, 39, 51]. While this limited restriction might help users’
privacy, this applies only for the content on those (few) sites.
We focus on the general problem of privacy-enabled web
content sharing from any user-chosen web server. Many
users now own domain names for hosting personal websites, facilitated by the very low price; as of October 2007,
a top-level domain name may cost less than $6/year, with
$4/month commercial hosting fees. Most ISPs also offer
free web spaces for home users. It is thus cheap and easy
to make any personal data available to anyone around the
globe through a website; however, restricting such content to
a selected group of people is more difficult. Currently this
is achieved primarily by either (i) advertising an obscure
link through personal email, i.e., a URL which is not linked
from any other web page; or (ii) protecting a web page with
a password, and distributing that password among chosen
contacts through email, instant messaging (IM), or phone.
Emailing an obscure URL to many contacts (friends and
family members) is a rather cumbersome approach, especially if the shared URLs are often updated. Password protection (e.g. HTTP Authentication [18], forcing a login dialogue/page) is not uncommon among the more technically
inclined, but this leads to yet one more password to share
and maintain, and once a password is shared with some-
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one, the access grant cannot be retracted without changing the password (which also requires distributing the new
password to all other contacts). Also, anyone who learns the
shared password can view the protected content without the
publishing user’s consent; anyone knowing the password can
pass it on to others, and such transitive access is not generally preventable.
Relying on the immense popularity of public instant messaging (IM) networks,1 we propose a scheme called IM-based
Privacy-Enhanced Content Sharing (IMPECS) to disseminate
personal web content by leveraging the established “circle
of trust” on IM networks. We assume both publishing and
viewing users can, or already do use IM. A user’s web content can be viewed only by her IM contacts. Further restrictions can be applied depending on which group of users
(e.g. family, friends, co-workers) a specific contact is placed
in by a publishing user, i.e., one who originally makes personal content available for her IM contacts. A viewing user
is one who wants to view such content. We assume that a
web server and an IM server share a user-specific content
sharing key; a ‘ticket’ (similar to a session cookie) is generated by the IM server for a viewing user using the content
key of a publishing user, and the web server validates the
ticket before serving data from a user’s web folder (cf. Kerberos [31]). Our primary goal is to enhance privacy (i.e.
confidentiality) of users’ personal web content; we do not
aim for very high-end or military-grade security, as the security of IMPECS is limited by the underlying IM and web
communication protocols, which in current practice transfer most content in plaintext although authentication passwords are generally sent over SSL (cf. [26, 11]). The main
intended feature of IMPECS is that total strangers are precluded from direct access to a user’s personal web content,
but “friends” as designated by the user’s IM contact list are
allowed access (without requiring any special shared password). IMPECS also prevents large-scale web crawlers and
auto-indexers from tagging personal data and pictures (see
e.g. [4, 27]). However, malicious IM contacts of a publishing user may of course re-post the user’s private content to
a public web forum, and we are not proposing any form of
digital rights management (DRM) control.
In summary, our proposal for privacy-enhanced personal
web content sharing offers the following features and benefits.
1. Privacy-Enhanced Sharing. A publishing user’s
personal web content can be viewed only by the IM
contacts that she pre-approves. Thus privacy of a
user’s web content is restricted to a designated group.
For many existing IM users, such groups can be leveraged without additional setup costs.
2. Usable Security. The privacy enhancement does
not require a viewing user to separately update his
IM client, or remember the publishing user’s URL, or
have access to a site-specific password to view the publisher’s content. Similarly, the publishing user need not
carry out any extra steps beyond existing management
of an IM contact list, although finer granularity lists
can optionally be created by advanced users.
3. Interoperability. In contrast to social networking
1

For example, according to one estimation [6], there are
about 350 million user accounts in MSN and Yahoo! IM
networks in total.

websites, a user can publish her web content at any
web server of her choice, and yet be able to maintain
greater access control on her content.
4. Decreased Risks Related to Sharing. By restricting open access to personal details, IMPECS reduces opportunities for launching context-aware, targeted phishing attacks [30, 44, 50].
5. Protection Against Web Server Compromise. A
variant of IMPECS (Section 4) can prevent en masse
drive-by-downloads [36, 47] as currently being enabled
by the compromise of a hosting provider with a large
number of customers.
To test our design, we built a prototype of IMPECS using
the IETF standardized Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP [40, 41], i.e., the Jabber IM protocol). This
required only minor modifications to the IM server, and PHP
scripts on a web server. Our implementation source code is
available on request.
Organization. In Section 2, we discuss the proposed IMPECS scheme, threat model and operational assumptions.
Our prototype implementation is discussed in Section 3,
along with brief comments on deployment issues. A variant of IMPECS is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 provides
further motivation, an overview of existing and proposed
work related to personal content sharing, and a comparison of IMPECS with these in terms of user convenience and
usability. Section 6 concludes.

2. IM-BASED PRIVACY-ENHANCED
CONTENT SHARING (IMPECS)
In this section, we describe the proposed IMPECS scheme,
threat model and operational assumptions. Table 1 summarizes our notation. We assume readers are familiar with
basic IM definitions such as presence and contact list (e.g.
see [25]).
A, B

Si , S w

IDAw
KAw
{data}K
URLA
R
Tiw
URLAR

URLAT

Two IM users Alice and Bob, both members of
each other’s respective contact lists. A is the
publishing user; B is the viewing user.
IM and web servers, respectively. Both A and
B have accounts with Si , and A maintains an
account with Sw .
A’s user ID at Sw (unique in Sw ’s domain).
A’s content sharing key, shared with both Sw
and Si .
Authenticated encryption [20, 10] of data using
symmetric key K.
The URL of A’s publishing web folder on Sw .
Access restrictions on URLA as imposed by A.
An access control ticket for viewing URLA (generated by Si , and validated by Sw ).
A ‘registration’ URL generated by Sw when requested by A. The content sharing key and restrictions are shared between Sw and Si through
this URL.
A ‘viewing’ URL (for accessing URLA ) containing a ticket Tiw , generated by Si at the request
of B.

Table 1: Notation used in IMPECS

Publisher (A)

IM Server (Si )

Web Server (Sw )

Authentication (between A, Sw )

o

/
Request a registration URL for URLA , specifying restrictions R

/
URLAR

o
Authentication (between A, Si )

o

/
URLAR

/
Figure 1: Registering a URL in IMPECS
Overview of IMPECS. Assume user A maintains a website on a web server Sw . A registers her site with an IM
server Si , and sets permission for the site, e.g., which contacts can access which pages/folders. For example, contacts
in the group “friends” may have different permissions than
the group “family.” Sw and Si share a user-specific content
sharing key for A. IM contacts of A can see (through their
IM clients) whether A offers any personal URL which they
are permitted to view. When a contact B wants to visit A’s
advertised personal website (or any pages thereon), B sends
a request to Si to visit the website. Depending on restrictions R (e.g. duration, frequency) for viewing web pages at
URLA , Si generates a ‘ticket’ (similar to a session cookie),
and sends a special URL to B along with the ticket. B receives the URL instantly (e.g. as an IM text message) from
Si , and can visit URLA within a time period as specified by
the ticket. Note that A need not be online to provide this
permission. We now describe the scheme in greater detail.
Setup. A and B are two IM users who maintain IM accounts at the same IM server Si . (Note that A and B may
use different IM servers, as long as their IM servers facilitate communication between the users, e.g., as in distributed
XMPP [40], Windows Live/Yahoo! Messenger.) Both users
have added each other into their contact lists; adding someone to a contact list requires explicit permission from the
user being added (a common practice in most IM networks).
A also puts B into an appropriate group of her contact list
(e.g. “family”, “friends”, “co-workers”). A maintains an account with a web server Sw , and uploads some personal pictures or files under a web folder URLA at Sw . A wants to
share URLA with a select group of IM contacts including B.
Registering a URL with the IM server. We now describe the steps for publishing a content-hosting URL in IMPECS. Figure 1 outlines the following steps.
1. A logs into Sw (e.g. using a pre-established password
over SSL).
2. A uploads her personal files and sets restrictions on
URLA , e.g., the length of time a ticket will remain
valid after being generated by Si (using e.g. HTML
check-boxes or drop-down lists). A then requests Sw
to generate a registration URL for URLA .
3. Sw generates a random content sharing key KAw (e.g.
128 bits, sufficient for precluding offline dictionary attacks) and stores it in a protected database, or in a file

under A’s private space. Sw constructs the registration
URL, URLAR = http://<URLA >/?userid=IDAw &key=
KAw &restrictions=R, and sends URLAR to A (e.g.
through HTTPS). Here, by <URLA > we mean the actual URL (without the ‘scheme name’), not a label for
that URL (i.e. not the string “URLA ”).
4. A logs into Si (e.g. using her regular IM password
over SSL).
5. A forwards URLAR to Si , for the purpose of registering
this information with Si . Si stores URLA , IDAw , KAw
and R for future ticket generation.
Viewing a protected URL via an IM server. We now
describe the steps for viewing a content-hosting URL in IMPECS. Figure 2 outlines these steps.
1. B logs into Si (e.g. using his regular IM password over
SSL), and receives his contact list as usual in IM. As
part of IMPECS, B also receives a list of private URLs,
offered by his contacts, which are authorized to be accessed by B.
2. B sends a request to Si for a ticket to view one of these
URLs, say A’s web content at URLA .
3. Si generates a ticket Tiw = {IDAw , R}KAw , constructs
URLAT = http://<URLA >/?userid=IDAw &ticket=
Tiw , and sends URLAT to B.
4. B forwards URLAT to Sw . Sw retrieves KAw using
IDAw as embedded in B’s request. Then Sw decrypts
the ticket Tiw , and compares whether A’s user ID in
the URL is the same as inside the ticket. Sw also
checks the restrictions; e.g., R could be as simple as
a timestamp, in which case Si encrypts the current
timestamp into the ticket and Sw accepts that ticket if
received within a specific time period (e.g. 60 seconds,
as set by A).
5. Sw sends the content hosted at URLA to B after validating B’s ticket Tiw in URLAT (as in step 4). If a
valid ticket is not supplied, Sw denies access to URLA .
Caveats. A malicious user B can compromise the privacy
of content hosted at URLA , by making a copy of the website and posting it on a publicly accessible site, or sending
a valid ticket to anyone B wants. Although A cannot stop

Viewer (B)

IM Server (Si )

Web Server (Sw )

Authentication (between B, Si )

o

/
Request to access URLA

/
URLAT

o

URLAT

/

Content hosted at URLA

o
Figure 2: Viewing a personal URL in IMPECS
copying of her personal content, she may limit (to some extent) forwarding of a valid ticket with the help of Si and Sw
in the following way. Si can encrypt B’s current IP address
into the ticket, and Sw can check whether it receives the
ticket from the specified IP address as embedded inside the
ticket (assuming both Si and Sw have access to the same IP
address of B).
If a content key KAw is leaked, anyone can generate valid
tickets with that key, and thus compromise the privacy of
content hosted at URLA . If A changes her content key KAw ,
this threat can be minimized. Note that A’s modifications to
her web content, and key updates, are transparent to viewing users. Although valid tickets can be generated with a
compromised KAw , this key does not enable access to modify A’s content on Sw .
Most IM and web accounts are currently authenticated
by user-chosen (generally weak ) passwords. A compromised
IM account enables an attacker to add any malicious link
(as personal URLs) to that account. A compromised web
account enables an attacker to post any content on the compromised user’s web space, and modify content keys (although he cannot update the content key at Si ). However,
these threats exist currently for both IM and web accounts;
IMPECS does not increase these existing risks nor does it
attempt to address them.
If user content is distributed across many different hosting
sites (rather than being concentrated only to few sites as in
current social networking sites), then an adversary cannot
easily track users by collecting their personal web content
from only a few selected sites. However, in IMPECS if the
IM server Si is compromised (or cooperates with the adversary), privacy of user content is lost for all IMPECS users of
Si even if their content is hosted at different providers; from
compromised content keys, anyone can generate valid tickets
for accessing user data. Thus the IM server is a potential
single point of privacy breach (if compromised or hostile).
If attackers can compromise the web server of a publishing
user A, they can display whatever content they want from
A’s site, or spread malware to users visiting the site [36].
Compromise of a web server that hosts content from a large
number of users is particularly more risky, and has been
reported in the past (e.g. [47]). We briefly outline a a variant
of IMPECS to mitigate such a large scale compromise in
Section 4.
Threat model and operational assumptions. We assume that the circle of trust as built into IM networks is

reliable, i.e., a viewing user is not malicious. A publishing
user A cannot be added to anyone’s contact list without being explicitly approved by A (as is the common practice in
most IM networks). To achieve fine-grained access control,
we also assume that a publishing user groups contacts appropriately, and authorizes access to these groups conscientiously (e.g. which group can access which URLs). IMPECS
trusts that the IM server checks publishing user A’s permissions properly, and only sends tickets to authorized users.
The web server is trusted to deliver A’s content only after
validating an appropriate access control ticket. The availability of usable site maintenance tools (e.g. HTML editing,
file uploading) is also assumed for publishing users.
If a publishing user A’s IM client offers a user interface
for setting a personal URL (which is the norm in many IM
clients, e.g., Yahoo! Messenger), we can use that to send
the registration URL (containing the content key and restrictions), and thus may avoid changing A’s IM client. A
viewing user B’s IM client can also remain the same if it
offers viewing IM contacts’ personal URLs (e.g. the ‘View
Profile’ option in Yahoo! Messenger provides a ‘Home Page’
field in a profile webpage). We require only minor modifications to a web server through server-side scripts (assuming
the server allows such scripts). The web server may optionally maintain a database of user-specific content keys;
otherwise, the content key of a user must be stored in the
user’s private space on that web server. For an IM server, enforcing restrictions (in ticket generation) is easy; the server
already restricts text (and other request) messages sent to
a user from any other IM users according to the receiving
user’s preferences. However, users must register their URLs
with the IM server; most IM services currently enable users
to register personal URLs on their profiles. Leaking these
URLs (without the corresponding content keys) will not by
itself authorize access to any web content; they are inaccessible unless someone gets a valid ticket from the IM server.
Communication in most public IM networks (client-server
and client-client) and web servers (client-server) is plaintext,
although a password for authentication is generally sent over
SSL. Note that our design involves the content key KAw (i.e.
URLAR ) being sent over SSL. An attacker with access to the
communication link may eavesdrop on private content of a
user when the user uploads content to the web server, or
when content is served to a (valid) viewing user. Using a
variant of IMPECS (see Section 4), or at the added cost of
SSL, these attacks can be addressed.

Figure 3: A viewing URL instance in IMPECS

3.

IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we discuss our prototype implementation,
and computational and deployment costs of IMPECS.
We implemented a prototype of IMPECS using the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP [40, 41],
based on the popular Jabber2 IM protocol). As XMPP
server and client, we chose jabberd2 [22] and Pidgin [34]
(previously known as Gaim) respectively, on a Linux platform. For cryptographic library, we use OpenSSL and the
PHP mcrypt module; we use AES-CBC-128 for symmetric
encryption, and /dev/urandom for random number generation. MySQL is used for database support. Our implementation source code for the prototype is available on request.
We assume that the publishing user A can run PHP scripts
on the web server Sw . Sw also stores A’s content sharing key
in a database. We create a web folder for A on Sw which
is accessible for writing (and viewing) when A logs into Sw .
Other than login as A, for viewing any content of the folder,
one must supply a ticket containing a valid timestamp (and
IDAw ) encrypted under A’s content key. We assume that
system clocks of Si and Sw are (more or less) synchronized.
Sw checks whether a requesting URL contains a valid ticket;
we accept a timestamp to be valid if it arrives within 60
seconds of being generated by Si . A and B also add each
other to their respective contact lists.
XMPP uses the vCard [15] format for personal profile information storage, which facilitates advertising one’s personal URL. We use this field in vCard for storing a userspecified URL, and added one field called content-key into
the vCard table for storing a user’s content sharing key
(along with IDAw ).3 Ideally an XMPP user can set vCard
values from any XMPP client. However, as the Pidgin implementation we used (version 2.0.1) lacks any such user interface for setting vCard values, we directly inserted URLA and
KAw to A’s vCard table on the jabberd2 server database.
For viewing a contact’s vCard, a user can select the contact
from the Pidgin contact list, and choose the “Get Info” option from the context menu. When Si receives such a request
2

www.jabber.org
Instead of inserting the content-key field, IDAw and KAw
could be embedded into the URL field, allowing Si to remain
in conformance with the vCard standard.

for A’s vCard from B, Si retrieves A’s content key KAw , and
generates a ticket by encrypting the current time and IDAw
with the key. Si then constructs a URL using URLA as the
base, and IDAw and the (hexadecimal encoded) ticket as
parameters. Figure 3 shows one example of Si ’s response to
B. Then B can click on the link and be able to view URLA ,
if validated by Sw .
Computational and deployment costs. In addition to
retrieving A’s vCard information from a database (as required by a regular XMPP server), IMPECS requires one
symmetric-key encryption by Si . One symmetric-key decryption is required by Sw when a viewing URL is received
(for ticket validation). Sw also must generate a 128-bit random number when A requests a registration URL (for the
content key generation). These operations are relatively
light-weight for the IM and web servers; no practical deployment barrier in terms of performance is expected.
In a distributed IM service such as XMPP or Windows
Live/Yahoo! Messenger, where A and B may have accounts
with different IM servers, IMPECS does not require any
changes to B’s server or client software. (Note that as of
Feb. 2008, XMPP is supported by several large IM services,
e.g., Google Talk, IBM Lotus Sametime, and AOL/ICQ.)
We require changes to A’s IM and web servers. The changes
in Sw are mostly achieved through PHP scripts. A’s content
key and restrictions can be stored in a file under a private
folder (on A’s web space), or in a database if Sw provides
database access. Also, B remains anonymous to Sw in IMPECS; i.e., B does not need an account at Sw for viewing
A’s content, as opposed to social networking websites (although a ticket is required in IMPECS). Note that all publishing users at Sw can reuse the same PHP scripts for our
scheme; i.e., users are not required to write or modify the
PHP scripts (these scripts may be provided by, e.g., Sw or
the open-source community).
Why not to implement IMPECS as a Facebook application. For ease of deployment, we could implement
IMPECS in Facebook Platform4 or Google OpenSocial.5 Instead we chose to base our IMPECS design and implementa-
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tion on IM for the following reason. We believe that storing
relationship information and user data at the same site may
undermine privacy; for example, a single entity then learns
too much about users and may use that knowledge to launch
unfriendly (in regard to users’ privacy) campaigns such as
targeted advertisements, sharing user data with government
agencies and third-party businesses. This also makes such
sites an attractive target to compromise. These threats are
quite evident from the short history of Facebook and MySpace. IM networks have also been targeted for malicious purposes such as spreading worms and phishing URLs; however,
such attacks generally compromise relationship information
(i.e. email addresses) but not user content.

4.

A VARIANT OF IMPECS

In this section, we briefly outline a variant of IMPECS
that can prevent malware-spread from a compromised web
hosting provider. We have not implemented this variant yet.
Some large hosting providers (e.g. godaddy.com) currently
facilitate web hosting for thousands of personal and corporate sites. If many IMPECS users host their content at
such a provider, a successful attack against the provider
might possibly affect all those IMPECS users. The compromised user sites could be used for malicious purposes,
e.g., hosting malware for drive-by-downloads [36, 47]. This
could be particularly bad for IMPECS users as private URLs
as shared through IMPECS may appear to be more trustworthy. Here we outline a proposal that can guard against
such en masse exploits.
Additional steps during URL registration. The following additional steps are required from a publishing user.
1. A uses a local application (in-browser JavaScript plugin or an independent content editing application) to
generate an encryption key Kenc , 128 bits long. A
then uses Kenc to encrypt her personal files and upload the result (i.e. {dataf iles}Kenc ) to the web server
Sw . This is done at the beginning of step 2 in URL
registration of IMPECS (see Fig. 1 in Section 2).
2. A appends Kenc to the registration URL received from
Sw before sending the URL to the IM server Si . This
is done at the end of step 3 in URL registration of
IMPECS (see Fig. 1 in Section 2).
Additional steps for a viewing user. The following
additional steps (although transparent) are required from a
viewing user.
1. When Si generates URLAT (step 3 in Fig. 2; see Section 2), it also appends the URL with Kenc as a URL
fragment, i.e., <URLAT >#Kenc . When B visits this
URL, URLAT is forwarded to Sw but not the fragment,
i.e., Sw does not receive Kenc (cf. [2]).
2. In step 5 (see Fig. 2 in Section 2), Sw sends the requested (encrypted) content. B’s browser uses Kenc
as received from Si to display the decrypted content.
The encryption key Kenc is not accessible to Sw at any
time. Thus by compromising Sw , an attacker cannot control
what is served to the visiting IMPECS users. Note, however,
that regular visitors to such a site are not protected by this

technique. The publishing user A may update Kenc in a
similar way to the content key KAw . However, an update
to Kenc does not mandate updating KAw or vice-versa, and
both key updates are transparent to viewing users.

5. MOTIVATION, RELATED WORK
AND COMPARISON TO IMPECS
In this section we discuss existing and proposed work related to personal web publishing, and contrast the IMPECS
scheme with these in terms of privacy and user convenience.
Popular IM networks, e.g., Yahoo!, AOL, and Windows
Live enable users to maintain a profile accessible as a webpage. Microsoft offers free web spaces for sharing personal
web content (e.g. profile, photos, blogs, guestbook) through
its Windows Live Spaces social networking website at www.
spaces.live.com. Live Spaces is integrated with the Windows Live Messenger IM client. User A can control who
may view her Live Spaces’ webpage. A can invite friends
to join the Windows Live Messenger network to view her
content. A may authorize only her IM contacts (or a subset of the contacts) to view her space. Alternatively, A may
make her space accessible to anyone on the web. If A’s space
is restricted to IM contacts, a contact B (from A’s contact
list) can login to Live Spaces using B’s Windows Live Messenger login credential for viewing A’s space. If logged into
the IM network, B can also select A’s profile from a context
menu from the Live Messenger client; from A’s profile, B can
access A’s space without further authentication. Yahoo! is
also extending its IM service to offer a social networking site
called Mash (mash.yahoo.com).6 However, in either case,
similar to the common social networking practice (e.g. as in
Facebook or MySpace), B must join A’s network to view any
access-restricted content. In contrast, when using IMPECS,
B does not need to know where his (IMPECS-enabled) IM
contacts host their content.
To partially relieve users from the necessity of creating
multiple web credentials, Microsoft permits third-party businesses to use its Windows Live ID Web Authentication7
(previously known as Microsoft Passport). Similarly, Yahoo!
offers the Browser-Based Authentication8 (BBAuth) service
that enables third-party web applications to be authenticated through widely used Yahoo! IDs. OpenID (openid.
net) is an initiative from the open source community to
unify online authentication, also reducing the burden of creating multiple web credentials. AOL has enabled the use
of OpenID (through openid.aol.com) for its IM service and
AOL Pages social network. OpenID can also be used for Yahoo! login (through openid.yahoo.com). Liberty Alliance
(projectliberty.org) is another ‘holistic’ approach to establish an open standard for online identity. If any such
unified identification framework becomes widely accepted in
the long-run, IMPECS would become even more appealing
(e.g. through a common login credential). However, IMPECS does not address user authentication across websites
per se, but rather focuses on how the existing trust network
and interactiveness of a popular service like IM can be leveraged to offer privacy-enhanced personal content sharing on
the web.
6
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Most IM networks offer file sharing from user machines
generally through custom-built file transfer protocols. An
IM user can restrict which contacts in her IM contact list
can access the shared files. However, IM file transfer protocols may not work in some cases (e.g. due to firewall restrictions), and a publishing user must be online to make
her files available to others.
YouServ [9] is an end-user P2P application designed by
IBM to enable people to easily share personal content (e.g.
photos, music, presentations, work documents) with little to
no cost.9 Instead of a specialized P2P protocol, all YouServ
content is served through standard web protocols (i.e. DNS
with HTTP). An implementation of YouServ was used by
thousands of users internally at IBM and Carnegie Mellon University (apparently the web interface for this service at YouServ.com is now defunct). YouServ requires two
centralized components called YouServ Coordinator (for authentication and peer coordination) and YouServ Dynamic
DNS (for finding a peer site’s dynamic IP address). A user’s
YouServ content remains available even when the user’s PC
is offline (through a peer hosted site), or firewalled (through
a proxy site). Authentication is provided using a single signon password scheme (valid for any YouServ site). Access to
any specific file can be limited to certain members of the
YouServ community. Using YouServ, Bayardo et al. [8] proposed a technique to make IM file transfer easier by making
local files available through transient web links; the web link
of a file is sent to the recipient simply as an IM text message.
In contrast to YouServ, publishing users in IMPECS make
their personal content available from a third-party hosting
site (as is the current common practice) instead of their own
PC (or any of their peers’ PC).
The popularity of social networking websites, e.g., Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, Bebo, is apparently comparable
to the early years of large-scale IM networks. By joining
Facebook or MySpace, users can search and connect with
friends, share personal content such as photos, videos, blogs,
contact information, and preferences. In Facebook, users
generally locate friends from groups, e.g., classmates from
the same school or university, co-workers, geographical locations. MySpace generally categorizes user groups by interests, e.g., music, photography. To add to the interactive
power of IM, MySpace offers its own IM client called MySpaceIM (accessible only to MySpace users). Facebook also
has recently (Oct. 2007) added IM capability through the
FriendVox browser-based IM client. Twitter enables users
to send short messages to selected friends through the web,
SMS messages, or IM. Most social networking sites enable
limited access control through explicitly creating a “friends’
list.” Online photo sharing website Flickr offers creation of a
list of friends through Yahoo! login credentials. Other photosharing websites such as Shutterfly offer similar privacyenhancing mechanisms. We discuss the effectiveness of such
access control mechanisms below.
Privacy issues in social networking websites. Although social networking sites enable publishing users to
partially restrict access to their personal content, privacy
concerns are emerging quickly regarding the use of these
networks. People have been denied or lost jobs because of
9

Note that when this research [9] was published in 2002, the
cost of hosting a personal website at a third-party hosting
company was much higher than today.

their comments on MySpace or Facebook profiles (e.g. [32,
33]), a grocery chain dismissed employees for comments on
Facebook (e.g. [19]), and students were suspended for their
Facebook comments (e.g. [13]). Government agencies such
as the CIA are suspected of tracking users with special interests (e.g. [35]); apparently under the U.S. Patriot Act, state
agencies can look into a job interviewee’s Facebook profile,
even if the profile is “privacy-protected,” i.e., permitted to
be viewed only by the publisher’s circle of friends (e.g. [28]).
If a user removes content from his/her profile that may be
deemed offensive or was posted as a momentary emotional
response, or even if the user deletes the entire profile, personal content may still reside in (incremental) archives for a
long time (cf. [27]).
Many users of social networking sites keep their profiles
and friends list publicly accessible. A user survey [29] of
social networking websites reported that 74% of adult users
of those sites exposed their personal information such as
email address, name, birthday, home and work address, and
even Social Security Number (SSN). Only 39% of respondents chose to restrict their personal profiles only to friends.
Initial results from another survey [48] of Facebook users reported that 67% of the participants kept their personal profile open for all. Another study [37] of the LinkedIn social
networking website (used mostly for business purposes, e.g.,
to find potential clients, service providers, business opportunities, job listings) reported that people generally expose
detailed and (possibly) confidential information on their profiles. Dwyer et al. [16] compared information disclosure and
perceptions of trust and privacy in an online survey of Facebook and MySpace users. Facebook users were reported
to reveal more identifying information than MySpace users.
For example, real name, email address, and IM screen name
have been disclosed by 100%, 94%, and 71% of Facebook
users respectively (in contrast to 66.7%, 40%, and 49.8% of
MySpace users respectively).
Gross and Acquisti [21] investigated patterns of personal
information revelation and associated privacy implications
using more than 4,000 publicly available Carnegie Mellon
University (CMU) users’ Facebook profiles. Most users provided (seemingly highly accurate) personal information including profile image, full birth date, hometown, current
residence, and phone number. Personal preferences, interests, and political views were also disclosed by the majority
of CMU users. Although Facebook offers privacy control,
most users did not change the default privacy preferences
which grant access to a user’s full profile by any member of
the user’s groups/networks (e.g. place, institution, interest);
only three CMU users’ profiles (0.06%) were precluded from
view by unconnected users (i.e. not a friend or friend-of-afriend). Based on the revealed personal information, the
authors outlined a number of privacy implications including online and real-world stalking, digital dossier of participants (by any third-party), and demographics and face reidentification (i.e. relating seemingly anonymous data to explicitly identifying information). The authors also discussed
how a user’s SSN may be estimated from disclosed birth
date, hometown, current residence and phone number. A
similar study [17] on 20,000 MySpace user-profiles reported
that 68% of users kept their personal profiles open for all.
Almost half of a randomly selected 1000 users’ group provided global access to all elements of their personal profile.
Rosenblum [39] analyzed privacy risks of social networking

sites, including privacy options as provided by major networking sites and limitations of such privacy settings. In
addition to highlighting privacy issues of social networking
sites, Barnes [7] emphasizes that a significant educational
effort from parents, schools, social networking sites, and
government agencies, is required to address the emerging
privacy issues related to these sites.
Jagatic et al. [23] collected publicly available “circles of
friends” data from several social networking websites by using web crawlers; this enabled the researchers to quickly
build a database of tens of thousands of relationships. When
a (benign) phishing attack was launched by using the collected social network database, 72% of social networking
targets fell victim to the phishing attack, while only 16% of
regular users were fooled by the attack. In fact, social networking websites are specifically being targeted for launching context-aware phishing attacks (see e.g. [30, 44, 5, 50]),
spreading spyware [12] and malware [45], and even for building botnets [43]. Cross-site scripting flaws in the MySpace
website have been reported [49] in the past which could have
been exploited to disclose even privacy-protected user content. Social networking websites with personal details of
millions of users would also seem to be lucrative targets
to online attackers (e.g. for targeted phishing or identity
theft), and government agencies (e.g. for tracking citizens’
digital identities). Equifax, a leading consumer credit reporting firm, has recently (July, 2007) warned [38] that user
profiles on social networking sites are a “goldmine” for ID
thieves. MySpace acknowledged [1] that as of July 2007, it
had removed more than 29,000 registered sex offenders profiles from the MySpace website, indicating that criminals
with other than monetary motives are also exploiting the
abundance of personal information freely available at social
networking sites.
Ahern et al. [3] examined privacy decisions in mobile and
online photo sharing using Flickr. Most interviewed users in
the study showed little or no concern regarding exposure of
aggregated contextual information, e.g., time, location (embedded with some uploaded photo files), arising from their
photo-sharing habits. In addition to manual photo-tagging
as offered by common photo-sharing websites such as Flickr
and Shutterfly, Polar Rose (www.polarrose.com) uses facial
recognition algorithms for tagging unknown images of a subject if there is a tagged image of the subject on Polar Rose’s
image database (see [4] regarding the inadequacy of current
privacy laws in this regard). Search engines, e.g., Spock
(www.spock.com), customized for finding personal profiles
posted at different websites, may provide even easier access
to personal web content. Since September 2007, Facebook is
allowing non-members to search for user profiles that are not
access-restricted; third-party search engines such as Google
and Yahoo! are also authorized to index such profiles (as of
Feb. 2008).

computer. Social networking sites require a user to open a
web browser, load a site, and sign into that site for maintenance or to view a friend’s profile. IM users can view and
control more effectively what content is being shared at any
given time; information regarding who viewed what, and
how frequently, may also be gathered from the IM server’s
ticket-issuing statistics.
We believe the following factors make IMPECS appealing. The viewing user B’s role in IMPECS is simplified in
comparison to the current social networking practice. B
need only log into his IM client, and select an intended contact’s URL for viewing. In contrast to social networking
sites, B can remain unaware of who hosts his contact’s web
content. B need not even store or memorize A’s URL; in
fact, a bookmarked URL may not work depending on A’s
restrictions. However, B must realize that private URLs
as shared through IMPECS are different than regular static
URLs. The publishing user A’s content sharing key KAw
must be shared between Si and Sw . This can be accomplished by any of the following means (in increasing order
of convenience): (i) A manually copies the registration URL
(containing KAw ) from Sw to Si using an interface provided
by her IM client; (ii) Sw forms an XMPP URI (xmpp: [42])
embedding the key with URLA , and A activates the URI
(e.g. by a mouse click) to be processed by a locally installed
XMPP client;10 the client sends URLA and KAw to Si ; or,
(iii) Sw forwards KAw to Si if there exists a pre-established
relationship between the servers. A content key update is
also similar to updating a URL link at Si . To revoke B’s
viewing permission, A can simply place B on a separate
IM contact group which does not have access to URLA (or
remove B from her contact list). Thus it is natural to expect that IMPECS is more convenient than current content sharing/limiting techniques on the web (e.g. password
protection, obscure links). However, we hesitate to make
any stronger usability claims without formal user testing
(cf. [14]).
Once published on the Internet, private content may become permanent, e.g., through archived search engine queries
and web crawlers [27]; in essence, the Internet does not forget anything published on it, although much of the personal
information on the web (e.g. blogs, emotional responses, criticisms of friends and authorities) is meant to be transient.
Unfortunately, momentary emotional responses to an event,
if posted as text or image on the publicly accessible Internet, may bring unpleasant consequences at a later time. Our
approach can enhance “forgetfulness” of the web by not making personal content public in the first place (cf. [11]). Web
pages meant for certain personal contacts, friends and family will remain among the pre-established circle of trust as
long as none of the trusted IM contacts make copies of a
web page and republish it on the public Internet.

Convenience and usability of IMPECS. IM contact
lists are already in place for IM users, whereas social networking sites require users to invite friends and family members through, e.g., email to join a user’s “friends’ list”; sometimes these standardized, impersonal invitation emails simply irritate the recipients. IM is more interactive than social networking sites despite the immense recent popularity
of those sites. For many IM users, IM clients start automatically after users log into their PC, and many IM users
remain signed-on to an IM network as long as they use their

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Privacy is typically violated as a consequence of any of
a number of factors. These seem to include: (i) oppressive administrations or large corporations (sometimes by exploiting the common misconception of “I’ve got nothing to
hide” [46]); (ii) a shortage of usable tools to guard online
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Most popular IM protocols provide custom URI handlers,
e.g., ymsgr: (Yahoo! Messenger), aim: (AOL Instant Messenger).

privacy; (iii) apathy towards privacy; and (iv) a misunderstanding of the implications of lost privacy. In our opinion,
easy access to usable privacy tools may change the actions
of ordinary web users towards online privacy; IMPECS is
designed to be such a tool to enhance privacy of personal
web content (i.e. we focus on addressing factor (ii) as listed
above). We leverage the existing circles of trust among IM
contacts, as well as encourage further refinements of trust
in popular IM networks. Unlike current social networking
websites, users do not need to (re-)build a “friends’ list” in
parallel to IM contact lists. In addition, users can publish
their content at any website of their choice, and still be able
to maintain privacy of their content (without being limited
to use only a particular social networking site). Note that
the general idea behind IMPECS extends beyond IM and IM
circles of trust; any equivalent scheme, (ideally) containing
pre-arranged groups, could similarly be leveraged (cf. Liberty Alliance People Service [24]).
As reported in a user survey [29], even most adult users of
social networking websites keep their personal profiles open
for all. We believe that such behaviour results largely from
practical issues such as difficulties in ensuring close contacts
join the same social networking site as the publishing user
(just to view a friend’s profile), or simply ignorance of the
privacy implications of posting personal details on the Internet. IM is a very popular Internet application with a
greater user base than social networking sites. Distributed
IM services such as XMPP and Windows Live/Yahoo! networks enable IM communication between users of different
IM networks. Therefore, we believe that IMPECS has significant deployment advantages over other personal content
sharing techniques (e.g. password protection). By restricting
personal content to a closed group of IM contacts, we believe
IMPECS reduces opportunities for launching context-aware,
targeted phishing attacks [30, 44, 50] where fraudsters collect social context of a target victim from their seemingly
innocuous unprotected personal data, and enhances “forgetfulness” [27] of transient personal content on the web.
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